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Dablin 4, ireland
sc:aaeeas ‘b eakdcvn of s sersymmecry for a single chiral
in I I — d’nsicns in in ecigaced and a number of pu:miin,
by that the loom expansion is not always
valid. j.s fe that both brehen and unbroken eersvmmecry are
with espect to radiative correctie.
1. lt:e Lien.
Tue ‘eat ion of nza ens h;’d; of sup .tyrme ry in I
has been studied in a recent at the end of wiiicl; ntz’ntiei
drawn to the pu::l rig fact that. the e;tnti.ous of tac effect lye potent
wi tn and wi thonc the Wcss—umino day—field N do not aays a
Tue aim ef the uresorit parer s to solve thIs and
other prob] ens which arise I;; the analyses of ref. 1, nn’iy, the -eat
ft the position of the potential rinimum and the apparently p’.e\
nature of the effective potential in the cases that the sperayaaetry
broken and unbroken at the classical 2evi respe:tic1v. Such ebleec
have been considered in keen1 a recent .ciatt and hero to
them partly as r application of the results of tiOt preprint and partly as
a further elucidation ci’ 41 sumersyissetry breaking.
What we find is that all z.hr’e problems mentioned have the sate ‘r a.
namely the failure of the conventional loom cxpnns.ien. This .insien is
actually valid only when the classical field is a tiniesT steepeat descen:
soltn of the To —L range equatie:;, and In the spersyascrric .e’l
this is no: always the case. i-’or the duacy field F it is never the eue
so this field must be eliminated before the effective potential teohaie-;
can ‘be used. For the classically ;breken supersym:czi’y it is net
for those values of the field for which the classical potential i.’; ru.
curvature, b.c tIe sttuaton car he retrieved by replacing the convent ;o;.,i
loop expansion by an interpolated one. The intorpolatea ex,a.nciea oi’s
effective potentIal which is not only real hut posItive for •11. v.-.lne.
field, in accordance with the general principles of supcrayrmezry.
for classically broken supersyrenetry the fermion field is r,nsslescna. he
loop expansion fails ‘because of an ir.fra—’ed divergence eon tn from this
field. We propose an alternative apl’oxiracion i’o: the e:eezjVe ‘te,.r
in this case, and in this approximation at least, the roeIataVe cerr-ot.eu
preserve both the spontar.eeus brcakdosn and the location of the potential
2. The ‘IcIl.
The suparaymnetric model considered here and in ref. 1 consists e’ a
single chiral scclar° superfield 0 whose components consist f
ore acalar field ‘ , one :‘ernior. field ‘-- and one iumm field ?‘. Tue
• note.
4. Spont eons r kdown at Classical Level.
In section 2 we sew that when b <C the nel—l.egran;ian
-
suffered a spontaneous breakdown of su mretry at the cassica.. v.-b.
- 4 (2.i)
‘- cc
-> .ll—tt: ed po-’1-al fu”ctio’, bu’ ‘ac1 “ p”act....e
1
)=
whore the constant b mar be either positive or negative. The classical
Eulor—Logrange 1uations for F are clearly
F (2)
and hence, en elimination of F the Lograngian (2,1) becomes
= (23)
Since a oncaneous brenl-:dcwn of supersynmotry occurs3> i, and only if,
F/C at the :eetentie ala um it is clear that (in contrast to reflexion
ccv) snpersyr.ne:ry is broken or unbroken at the clas’sical level ‘according
as b.D. s
bD broken supersymmetry bO unbroken supersymmetry, (2.4?
S cal Te aa o e scaLor rd z”—sor ides bcco—e
- = = ( )
in the rencective canes.
3. Frccc: c’nrl I cer on Cr.c;v Fi eld.
this section we wish to consider the computation of the effective
with and nichout the enemy field F. to rccal that for any
Looran;icn i[) with scaler field
‘? and any other fiidst7, the effective
::o:en:11 is (minus) the constant field limit of the effective action, and the
letter is just the Legenire transform of the Schwinger fur.cticnal w(J) defined as
\ dj 1)
where N is a normalization factor and the x—integration is over Euclideam
it will be sufficient to consider W(J), which for the





where we have completed the sçuare in F and, for simplicity, have s np. e’.’-cd -
the fermion terms. If the F—measure is assumed to h transiatie.al—inca-i.,tt
the variable F—mS any ho changed to F and then the F—integral becomes in. dent






• The functional (3.3) is just the one corresponding to the igrangian (2.3) in
which F has been eliminated, and thus the end—result with and without the
dummy field F is the same.
We should like to emphasize, however, that in spite of this ntr-e-ce:,t
the derivation (3. 2)—(3.3) is at best foes-al, because, on account of the p1 .s
sign preceding F2 in the exponential, the F—integral is actually diver’ent.
Furthermore, this plus sign is not a matter of convention because it s necc.saz-y
.,m
an order to have a minus saga Soc ma S and hence convergence of the f—inteez’.-mi.
(The best that one could do to improve the convergence would he to
to iizakowski—space where both the F and intogrands becoc oscillato:-v)
Once the F—integral is divergent, the translational invariance of the
measure no lenger makes sense. Furthermore the classical F!path F-eS cm, (2.2)
is maximal rather than minimal and time loop exansion around it is no ion-tee
Va] Id. The formal expansion may give correct results in some cases (m:’-t as (.3.3)
comes out correctly) but it will not he a reliable tool for innesticatanC
problems such as the complexity of mime effective potential, which, as cc have
seen in ref.2, depends crucially on the validity of the 1oop expansion. For
this reason (chmcept ior illustrative purposes in section 5) we shall eiimc.rmo
- the dummy field F from the beganning, as ir. (2.3), nd use only time commersenc




































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































—7—for a se f—mt oracti 1—-j with sass J/a. Since the on—looo
on repr i.CO5 the in (4.1) and the higher 4—feruion loopsrosochl the bubble graphs of the 0W correction, this result supports the
of (1.0).
Tao expression (4.9) is ir,ore uscful than (4.8) for practical purposes
since it exrresses W.(J) in corns of an ordinary integral. It as not possibleto express the integral in tarns of more elementary functions but the integralfrea is airoady sufficient to show that Usoji) is convex, is which case itsLesoadro transform \J() is autonatically convex. Indeed from (4.9) we have
and
which sho.s that og en0 nd that L.is convex for all J. Since W1(j)is sanifostly positive, it follows fron (4.10) that the Legendre transformV) is positive and convex for all’, with minimum at f:O. Thus in the:cncat acoroxinatios at least, both the sy;retry breaking and the positionthe po:oa:ial niniasa are oft unchanged by the radiative corrections. Aaxa-erical ccsutation of \p fran (4.9) verifies and illustrates this
result (Fig. t).
5. Peal and Positiv itv of the Unbroken Effective Pctential.







the c—fi old cad (1-field have sass 2and hence there is no irfra—red
the leop—exransion. However, in. this ease the loop expansion
another prebler., namely, that it becomes complex for some values of theiield, r.deod the conventional one—Thop expression
uu’m
where = ±)-(3.
is manifestly connlox for ‘.c a13 The original puzzle of ref. 1 tccvcedthe fact taut (5.2) did not agree with the result obtained using the
adaits both a perturbative complex solution
e I. . \r
ace a non—perturbative (and therefore inadnissable) real solution
F
and what happens is that the computer picks up the real non-perturbativo so1utinfor
• Out since (5.3) is itsclf perturbative only the percurbazive
solution makes sense, and hence the effective potential computed from (5.3)should be complex . This agrees with the result obtained when F is firsteliminated and thus resolves this particular puzzle.
The result that the one—loop effective potential is complexwhether or not F is eliminated raises another prcbles,hovcver, because, vdefinition, the effective potential should be real. :ndeed since the Schwir.;erfunctional w(j), defined as
) ç
is manifestly real (in Euelidean space) and Vff is just its Legendre :ru-.sforsVff should obviously be real.





around a point which is tacitly assumed to be a minimal (steepest dosce:;t)
solution of the classical Euler—Lagrange equations (with pocntial \if ).But, in the non—convex case, there will always be values of ‘p for which\j) is negative. For those values of the path wil
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